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The Science of Solar System Ices (Astrophysics and Space Science Library)Springer, 2012

	The role of laboratory research and simulations in advancing our understanding of solar system ices (including satellites, KBOs, comets, and giant planets) is becoming increasingly important. Understanding ice surface radiation processing, particle and radiation penetration depths, surface and subsurface chemistry, morphology, phases,...
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Multicriteria Scheduling: Theory, Models and AlgorithmsSpringer, 2006
Scheduling theory first appears in the mid 1950s. Since then the problems
addressed become closer to industrial applications, thus increasing in complexity.
The layout of the shops taken into account are closer and closer to
those met in practice: we encounter shops where the machines are found in
different multiple copies,...
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Internal Audit: Efficiency Through AutomationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Internal Audit
    Efficiency through Automation    

    Increased globalization of businesses, market pressure to improve operations, and rapidly changing business conditions are creating demand for technology-enabled auditing (TEA) to ensure timely ongoing assurance that controls are working effectively and that risk is properly...
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Mathematical Foundations of System Safety Engineering: A Road Map for the FutureSpringer, 2019

	
		This graduate-level textbook elucidates low-risk and fail-safe systems in mathematical detail.  It addresses, in particular, problems where mission-critical performance is paramount, such as in aircraft, missiles, nuclear reactors and weapons, submarines, and many other types of systems where “failure” can result in...
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Interpreting the CMMI: A Process Improvement ApproachAuerbach Publications, 2003
Written by experienced process improvement professionals who have developed and implemented systems in organizations around the world, Interpreting the CMMI: A Process Improvement Approach provides you with specific techniques for performing process improvement using the CMMI and the family of CMMI models. Kulpa and Johnson describe the...
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Perception and Illusion: Historical Perspectives (Library of the History of Psychology Theories)Springer, 2004
The phenomena most intimately involved with vision were those of
light. Indeed, the distinction between light and sight was not seriously
entertained until Kepler described the optical properties of the eye, early
in the seventeenth century. Before Kepler, vision was essential to optics,
and disorders of vision provided...
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Series 60 Smartphone Quality Assurance: A Guide for Mobile Engineers and DevelopersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
S60 is the world leading smartphone platform. It has gained this position due to the huge developer base innovating on top of the S60 platform, the Product Creation Community who can provide expertise in different device program phases and tasks and the user-friendly interface that the platform provides. S60 Smartphone Quality Assurance...
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Applied WPF 4 in ContextApress, 2011

	Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF) is a graphical computer platform built and distributed by
	Microsoft to create rich client applications for Windows systems. With WPF, you can build rich
	interfaces with animations and amazing graphical effects as easily as you can build minimalist and
	corporate user interfaces for line-of-business...
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Thin Film Solar Cells From Earth Abundant MaterialsElsevier Limited, 2013

	The fundamental concept of the book is to explain how to make thin film solar cells from the abundant solar energy materials by low cost. The proper and optimized growth conditions are very essential while sandwiching thin films to make solar cell otherwise secondary phases play a role to undermine the working function of solar cells. The...
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Surface Phenomena in Fusion Welding ProcessesCRC Press, 2005

	The manufacturing industry currently employs a wide variety of welding processes. The main technological process applied in the production of weldments is fusion welding. Presenting the latest research on the topic, Surface Phenomena in Fusion Welding Processes is a cutting-edge and comprehensive book that details the various courses of...
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Information Development: Managing Your Documentation Projects, Portfolio, and PeopleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
A revolutionary new resource that brings documentation product management ideas up to date
   The 1994 bestselling classic Managing Your Documentation Projects set the industry standard for technical documentation. However, since then, much has changed in the world of information development. With this new title, JoAnn...
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The Abs Diet: The Six-Week Plan to Flatten Your Stomach and Keep You Lean for LifeRodale Books, 2004

	Great-looking abs are more than just a way to support the mirror industry. In fact, strong abs and flat stomachs are the ultimate indicator of overall health-for both men and women. Great abs will help you live longer, sleep better, prevent back pain, and significantly improve your sex life! (And, hey, they don't look half-bad in the...
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